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Successful PMI Congress celebrated in Madrid – PMI Madrid Spain Chapter

On November 14th, 2019, the PMI Madrid Spain Chapter celebrated the PMI Global 50th Anniversary in Madrid at FAUNIA. Around 200 PMI Madrid Chapter members joined the “XVI Congreso de Directores de Proyecto”. In that meeting we counted on some important guests like (Roberto Toledo (México) as PMI Board of Directors member), Betsy Kauffman from USA, Leadership and Organizational Agility Coach, and Paul Villacorta from Peru, former President for PMI Lima Peru Charter.

Paul Villacorta delivered an interactive session to present the BLUE OCEAN Methodology to the audience. All the attendees were engaged and enjoyed that session very much. Betsy also delivered a dynamic presentation about AGILE implementation, that also was well received by the audience.

The event was a success in terms of attendance and we had the opportunity to chat with Roberto Toledo, who, as usual, delivered a brilliant PMI’s story presentation, that generated some interesting questions from the attendees.

At this event was recognized as, volunteer of the year, Manuel Felipe Pérez because his great dedication and effort as a PMI volunteer during 2018. He was awarded with a free registration and travel to PMI EMEA Congress in June 2020.
Manuel Felipe has been leading the group of Project Managers for Social Development since 2018, and he was awarded because of his dedication and efforts. Manuel Felipe is a Project management believer in Spain, and he also uses his great public speaking skills to promote project management for social good in the whole country. This project professional, PMP, manages projects for AYDEM consulting, and also works as an Interim Manager and trainer in the Information Technology industry.

The PMI Madrid Spain Chapter continues growing up and increasing their membership activities. One of the areas to remark about is the volunteer support from Evis Rosales, current PMI Madrid Chapter President.
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